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Abstract
This paper explores how laughter can be added into a ne-

gotiative dialogue with a Furhat, the socially interactive agent
(SIA). We present a proof-of-concept method of manipulating
robot responses generated by a large language model through
the interventions of a human operator. We conduct a pilot ex-
periment focussing on people’s perception of Furhat in case of
two intervention types: laughter reciprocation and laughter clar-
ification requests.
Index Terms: laughter, human-computer interaction, social
robotics

1. Introduction

In recent years, the domain of human-machine interaction has
undergone significant advancements, particularly with the de-
velopment of socially interactive agents (SIAs). While the pri-
mary focus remains on dialogue improvement, there is a no-
ticeable shift towards incorporating multimodality in both 2D
and 3D SIAs to emulate more realistic, human-like interaction.
Notably, facial expressions, body language, and hand gestures
have emerged as critical components in achieving a heightened
level of authenticity.

Current SIAs are typically task focused, and do not make
full use of non-verbal cues from their interlocutor, e.g. gaze,
which can be a turn-taking cue, or rapid blinking whilst pro-
cessing information. In addition, social robots often exhibit un-
realistic non-verbal behaviour, such as maintaining eye contact
with a user, which can contribute to feelings of uneasiness, awk-
wardness, and/or embarrassment. Laughter behaviour is also
typically unrelated to human expectations. Almost all studies of
SIAs consider laughter as pleasant feedback (e.g. in reaction to
a joke), whereas in human communication laughter is also used
to manage social aspects of interaction. This study presents a
first step in extending social laughter to SIAs.

In recent years dialogue systems are increasingly imple-
mented using generative AI based on large language models
(LLMs). However, because LLMs are trained on mostly text
data that is very different from spoken dialogue, some human
behaviours might not be available in the models.1 This is par-
ticularly problematic if used to underpin a social robot, which
should express emotions and communicative intentions through
the visual modality (gaze and facial gestures).

In this paper we focus on accommodating user laughter into
a negotiative dialogue with a social robot. We do so by employ-

1Similarly, Liesenfeld et al. [1] showed that this is true for com-
mercial speech recognition systems which lack in support of features
prevalent in human conversation.

ing a intervention technique, where the experimenter who ob-
serves the interaction can modify the behaviour of the robot in
real time. Our contributions are:

• A proof-of-concept method where LLM-generated robot re-
sponses can be manipulated in real time by a human operator.

• A pilot experiment in which we analyse how laughter recip-
rocation and laughter clarification requests (CRs) can alter
people’s perception of a SIA.

2. Related work
Mazzocconi et al. [2] present a taxonomy of laughter functions
from the perspective of the intended effect on the context, dis-
tinguishing between e.g. pleasant laughter (perhaps in response
to a joke) and social laughter (such as smoothing embarrass-
ment). Laughter is well known to have important social effects,
being crucial for bonding and managing relationships, while
also being immensely influenced by social context [3].

Several models have been proposed to generate laughter
and to decide when a SIA should laugh. For example, Ding et
al. [4] created a laughter behaviour controller to generate face
and body motions from laughter audio. Haddad et al. [5] cre-
ated a listening agent that predicts when to smile or to laugh
depending on its interlocutor’s behaviours.

Several recent studies have investigated laughter synthe-
sis [6]–[8]. Despite this, laughter synthesis in different con-
texts serving different pragmatic functions not been closely ex-
amined. For instance, how can social laughter which accom-
panies an apology be synthesised with speech in a naturalis-
tic way? Laughter detection is a more developed topic com-
pared to synthesis. State-of-the-art laughter detection is based
on machine learning techniques: from support vector machines
to deep learning approaches [9]–[11].

Mazzocconi et al. [12] differentiate two dimensions of
laughter meaning: the argument it is predicating (the laughable)
and the level of arousal. In a corpus study, they show how each
of these dimensions can be a the object of a CR. For instance,
a question “What’s funny?” assumes funniness – intuitive un-
derstanding of laughter, whereas “What you laughing at?” can
mean a more general question about the laughable.

A number of studies have introduced interventions in text-
based chat in relation to laughter use. Mills et al. [13] assessed
laughter mimicry and the interrelation between laughter and
emotional contagion. Maraev et al. [14] inserted spoof contri-
butions such as additional laughs and CRs (“lol?”, “lol what”,
“what’s funny” etc.) which appeared to come from the dialogue
participants in online text-chat. This study extends this real-
time intervention technique to interactions with a SIA.



3. Methods and materials
3.1. Dialogue design

A dialogue management back-end which interacts with a Furhat
robot [15] via Furhat Remote API was implemented in Type-
Script using XState2 library which employs the statecharts for-
malism [16] for designing interactive systems.

The initial phase involved crafting facial expressions and
movements essential for interaction, including synchronising
head and mouth movements indicative of laughter, and nuanced
adjustments in the eyes, nose, and eyebrows. For the inserted
laughter, we used a sound sample representing a slight chuckle,
lasting one second (0.01) each.

Furhat’s speech was generated by ChatGPT4 (see Figure 2
for example prompt). The topics for negotiation were: movies
versus books, indoor versus outdoor activities, and selecting a
gift for a friend. ChatGPT4 responses were limited to 50 tokens
to maintain control, and the transcript of the dialogue so far was
fed back into the system to minimise the likelihood of repeti-
tion. Furhat initiated each interaction by introducing itself and
asking the user’s name.

3.2. The experiment

The experiment included 14 participants (5 males, 6 females,
and 3 “other/prefer not to say”), aged between 20 and 45, who
were instructed to engage in negotiation with Furhat. Partici-
pants were assigned to one of three experimental conditions:
• Laugh CR: Responds to user’s laughter with a CR such as

“Why are you laughing?” or “Did I say something funny?”.
• Laugh back: Responds to user’s laughter with laughter.
• Control: No interactive responses initiated.

For the experimental conditions, the experimenter triggered
the response when user laughter was observed. Additionally,
for all three groups, Furhat produced three random laughs per
conversation topic.

Following the experiment, participants completed a ques-
tionnaire divided into two sections. The first, inspired by Inoue
et al. [17], evaluates the perceived naturalness, understanding,
human-likeness, and empathy of the robot on a scale from 1
to 10. The second, based on Becker-Asano et al. [18], made
use of the Geneva Wheel of Emotions (GWE) [19] allowing
us to view the perceived emotions from the participants’ points
of view towards Furhat, throughout the entire experiment. The
GWE consists of 20 emotions with five intensity levels (0 to 5).

4. Results and Discussion
Table 1 shows the questionnaire results. Due to the small sam-
ple size of data, we managed to find only a few trends, namely,
the higher level of naturalness and human-likeness in compari-
son to control group in both intervention conditions.

Qualitative analysis of some of the interventions shows that
the laughter CRs, e.g., after line 4 in excerpt (a) are taken to be
confrontational. In the example shown below, we further note
the particpant’s self-awareness of the fact that her laughter was
in fact a social laughter, reciprocating one of Furhat’s randomly
generated laughs. The laugh back condition was rather more
subtle, with a potential issue being the delay between the user
laughter and Furhat’s laughter, since ChatGPT is not incremen-
tal, and the laughter was typically inserted after the speech turn
in progress when it was triggered.

2https://stately.ai/docs/xstate
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Control 4 4.25 3.25 3.25 4.50 3.25 3.00 2.75 1.75
Laugh back 5 4.40 5.00 5.40 5.20 3.80 3.80 3.00 2.40
Laugh CR 5 4.40 4.40 4.20 6.00 3.60 3.60 2.60 1.60
Total 14 4.36 4.29 4.36 5.29 3.57 3.50 2.79 1.93

Table 1: Questionnaire results by intervention type. Only four
emotions with higher intensity levels are shown.

(a) 1 Participant [...] there is a film festival in Gothenburg re-
cently

2 Furhat [<laughter>]3

3 Participant [yeah] <laughter>
4 Furhat yes, the Gothenburg film festival is an annual

event in Gothenburg showcasing the international and
domestic films, fostering cinema culture.

5 Furhat (human-mediated turn) Did you just laugh at
me?

6 Participant No no no, I just want to make the atmosphere
more ... uhm [friendly]

7 Furhat [Oh I get it now] Allow me to repeat myself. Yes,
the Gothenburg film festival ...

We plan to build upon this study, using scripted dialogues
(to avoid issues like ChatGPT’s repetitiveness), focusing on
practical and collaborative tasks such as following a cooking
recipe. Emphasising the significance of gaze coordination in
providing contextual cues during such interactions, we will ex-
plore how specific gaze patterns aligned with non-humorous
laughter [20] influence people’s perception of human-machine
interaction. More specifically, we plan to study how laughter is
perceived depending on the accompanying gaze patterns. Ac-
cording to Becker-Asano et al. [18], laughter can also be clas-
sified into two main categories: aversive and friendly. In par-
ticular, in their experiments, the human-like robot’s direct gaze
at the participant while laughing led to the perception of the
robot’s laughter as “laughing at someone” rather than “laughing
with someone”, which deems Furhat’s default mode of gaze-
following inappropriate, at least for some laughter types.

The current study is limited by using only one sample for
laughter. Even though it wasn’t perceived negatively by the
participants, it is apparent that the variety of laughter forms is
needed. Despite the data on the absence of significant corre-
lation between pragmatic types of low-arousal laughs and their
acoustic features [21], it is intriguing to study how different re-
alisations of such laughs are perceived in SIAs. We are planning
to use the method of transfering the time-frequency representa-
tions of laughter acoustic signal into the spectrotemporal mod-
ulation domain previously employed to evaluate the differences
between mimicking and non-mimicking laughter [22], [23].

Overall, our intervention method may help understand how
SIA’s laughter affects human-robot interaction and the interpre-
tation of laughter’s pragmatic functions.

3Overlapped speech is marked by square brackets.



Figure 1: Experiment setting

Topic: ${topic name}
Task: Continue the debate by giving an OPPOSITE statement from this
following argument (ANSWER WITH ONLY 50 TOKENS)
${argument}

Figure 2: Example prompt
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